Mary's Market - Walk on the Far Side
These photos of some of the turning points on the
loop may help to keep you from getting lost in the
Sierra Madre Canyon. Refer to the Far Side map
and route list on the Run Routes & Maps web page.
The numbers on the map correspond to the
numbered photos and paragraphs on this pdf.
Start in the Sierra Vista Park on the west side of the
parking lot. Go north up past the tennis courts,
right around the Float Barn, up around the Dapper
Field baseball diamond to the single track secret
passage. It comes out on Sycamore. Go up
Sycamore to Grandview and turn right one block to
start your climb up Camillo for 2 blocks. Left on
Lotus for one block and catch your breath.

1. As you climb up Lotus from Camillo, look for the
gate across the Sturtevant Fire Road on the left.

3. After 280 feet on the Sturtevant Fire Road pass
the second gate then turn right up Alta Vista.

4. Almost to the top of Alta Vista, there is a great
view spot of the SGV marked by K-rails. Alta Vista
then makes a hard left turn; Stay to the right at
intersections as the street twists and turns.

2. You can go around the gate on the left side
5. If you made all the right turns, you will pass by
the old Fire Station No. 2 which is now a home.

6. At the end of Alta Vista, turn right and go all the
way up Woodland to touch the Dam gate.

7. After officially touching the Dam Gate, come
back down Woodland about 140 ft to turn right on
Brookside.

9. 400 ft down from the kiosk, you will come to the
first pedestrian bridge over the stream.

10. Continue down the road past the No Outlet sign
and just as you pass a large covered wooden
bridge on the right, look past the gate at 669
Brookside for the second foot bridge.

8. Check out the book swap kiosk at the top of
Brookside.
11. Cross the foot bridge and go down the single
track called the Dog Run by the locals.

12. Look for the double telephone poles at the left
to turn down the path next to Mary's Market.

15. At Sturtevant, jog left/right down private
driveway.

13. Mary's Market.

16. At the bottom of the private driveway, jog
left/right again to go down Las Rocas into Munchkin
land and the 3/4 size homes.

14. Across from Mary's Market is the parking lot.
Entrance to the foot bridge is on the south side.
Cross the bridge , turn right down the path that
turns into Audubon Way.

17. From Las Rocas, turn right down Sycamore. At
Grandview, jog left then right down Sycamore to
the Secret Passage into Sierra Vista Park.

